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RxAlert  

Medication Picture Reminder 

For iOS and Android 

Need a reliable means of reminding yourself to take your medications on time? 

Need to keep track of multiple medications? 

Need to make sure you take the right medication at the right time? 

Need to choose between a picture, a sound, or both? 

Need a means to remind you of appointments and refills? 

What does it do? 
Lets you take pictures and associate pictures with 
texts and alarms. 

When the alarm goes off, you see pictures and 
texts. You will also hear sounds. 

Alarms can be set to repeat multiple times on a 
given day or periodically (daily, weekly) 

Alarm times can vary on different days 

Alarms can be silenced 

GREAT WAY TO REMIND YOURSELF TO TAKE 
MEDICATIONS AS SCHEDULED 

GREAT WAY TO REMIND YOURSELF OF REFILLS 
AND APPOINTMENTS 

DOWNLOAD NOW 
Apple App Store 

Google Play Store (Coming soon) 



What else can it do? 

KEEP A LIST OF ALL MEDICATIONS WHICH CAN BE EASILY ACCESSED 

PROVIDE TIPS TO PATIENTS VIA A HELP FILE ON HOW TO GET THE MOST OUT OF THE APP 

ALLOW PATIENTS TO RECORD WHEN EACH MEDICATION WAS TAKEN BY PRESSING A BUTTON 

KEEP AND DISPLAY RECORDS OF WHEN EACH MEDICATION WAS TAKEN

DOWNLOAD NOW 
Apple App Store 

Google Play Store (Coming soon) 



RxAlert Medication Picture 
Reminder helps patients, 
pharmacies, and hospitals 
Strengthen relationships between patients and pharmacies 
The RxAlert Medication Picture Reminder app is a great way 
to let your patients know you care about their well-being. It 
tells your patients that you want to make it easier for them to 
get healthy and stay healthy. 

Reduce readmissions to the hospital 
As patients get better at taking their medications, they 
become less likely to be readmitted to the hospital. This 
compliance is a big win for hospitals as patient readmissions 
get reduced and revenue increases. 

Remind patients of appointments and medication refills 
RxAlert Medication Picture Reminder can be used for more 
than just taking medications; it can be used for reminding 
patients about scheduled appointments as well as to get 
their prescriptions refilled, and anything else that the patient 
needs to remember that is related to their care. 

Increase the productivity of your staff 
RxAlert Medication Picture Reminder app could answer 
patients’ questions like when and what medication to take and 
whether to take a prescription with or without food. Your staff 
can spend their time on other tasks. 

Have the data at your fingertips to perform medication therapy 
management (MTM) 
RxAlert Medication Picture Reminder app enables better 

MTM services by providing pharmacy staff with all 

medications that the patients are taking. 

Make it much easier to perform medication reconciliation 
By tracking all of the medications a patient is taking, RxAlert 

Medication Picture Reminder app makes medication 

reconciliation process easier and better at the time of 

admission to hospital. 

Integrated Informatics, Inc. 
1875 Old Alabama Road Suite 725 Roswell, GA 30076 

Contact: (678) 358-7196 E-mail: sales@ii-i.com 
www.ii-i.com 
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Hospitals & FQHCs* 
At the time of discharge, provide your patients the RxAlert Medication Picture Reminder app and help them to be compliant 

Pharmacies* 
At the time of dispense, provide your patients the RxAlert Medication Picture Reminder app and help them in their well-being and make your staff productive 

Patients 
Use the RxAlert Medication Picture Reminder app to help you to make the right medication at the right time 

Payors* 
Provide the RxAlert Medication Picture Reminder app to your insured and help them in medication adherence thereby living a long healthy life. 

*We can cost effectively private-label the RxAlert Medication Picture Reminder app with your logo
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